CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
OCTOBER, 2021
Next Meeting

- Tuesday October 5, 2021

at the Chippewa Valley Museum 6:45 PM

Wear a Mask

September Highlights:
➡ Labor Day Weekend was very successful. One of the best ever.
➡ No 16 and No 19 ’s state boiler inspection performed September 15th.
➡ No 16 and No 19 ’s boilers drained and winterized.
➡ Material for tower repair ordered and delivered.
➡ Concrete forms for crane re-installation made.

Operation Life SaverThe
Almquists set up their
Operation Life Saver display
on Monday, Labor Day. They
provided rail safety tips to
children and gave out
Operation Life Saver engineer
hats. Heather Garber
coordinated the event with the
Palmquists.

Labor Day Weekend No. 16 was cleaned and polished for
the Sunday and Monday. Everyone pitched in while we fired
the loco. Lacy took on the job of cleaning the balloon stack.
Marc Brown and Dave Palmquist polished brass and oiled
around.
Lacy and her daughters helped with our “Feed My People”
project collecting cans of food and cash donations.
Pictures this page Dave Peterson
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Boiler Wash
September 15 was boiler testing. No. 19’s boiler
was hydroed. Bob Brunner Marc Brown, and Joe
Satnik help prep the boiler for the test on
September 14th. All fittings and plugs were
checked for tightness. Test was successful.
No. 16 was fired and given a running test for the
inspector. It passed. After the test, the boiler was
blown down. The remaining heat dried the boiler.
The wash out plugs were removed to allow the
boiler to dry.
No. 19’s wash out plugs were removed.after the
hydro. A light bulb was placed in the steam
dome to dry the boiler.
After the boilers were dry, all plugs were put
back in place.
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Dan Perkins pictures unless noted
Tower Rehab. Material for the
tower repair was delivered. Joe
and Marc move the plywood into
the tower. We will staining all the
wood before installation. Our
contractor will do the work.

Crane Re-installation. Byron
Bobb and Kirk Olson move forms
from the tower to be used for the
crane foundation.

Crane Re-installation. Byron
Bobb and Kirk Olson began the
layout of the forms for the crane.
The plan is to pour concrete this
fall.
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CVRR HISTORY
Dual Gauge Track No 2
The Chippewa Valley Railroad track layout south of the depot changed several times over
the years as more rail was added and new equipment was purchased. The first track was
the track at the far right. It was gauged at 19” for No 19 and its coaches.
After the G-16 train set and its rail was purchased, we dual gauged the main 1/2”mile track.
A new track for the lead for the G-16 train set to access the main loop was built. It passed
through a diamond and then to the current east switch, then onto the mainliline. Trains ran
on the main until a second platform track was added seen at the far left. A new switch was
installed for that purpose. It was later relocated to the far right track when all the track was
converted to 16”.
Gradually all 19” equipment was re-guaged to 16”. Then the 19” rail and the diamond were
removed. The time frame is 1984 to 1887 approximately. This removed rail was recently
laid for the West Branch Line.
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